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#01

Modern Love.



#01
SINOPSIS:
Modern Love explores "love in its multitude of 
forms – including sexual, romantic, familial, pla-
tonic, and self love," which are presented in 
eight half-hour episodes. The Amazon series, 
based on the New York Times column of the 
same name, adapts different love stories taking 
place in New York City.

GÉNERO:
American romantic comedy.



#02

Nine Perfect Strangers.



#02
SINOPSIS:

Nine people from different walks of life attend 
a pricey 10-day "Mind and Body Total Trans-
formation Retreat" at a place called the Tran-
quillum House run by a mysterious Russian 
woman named Masha. Throughout the 
course of their retreat they realize that each of 
them are battling their own demons and all of 

them are subjects of an experiment.

GÉNERO:
Miniserie.



#03

Fear the Walking Dead.



#03
SINOPSIS:
The first three seasons follow a dysfunctional 
family composed of high school counselor Ma-
dison, her English teacher Travis, her daughter 
Alicia, her drug addict son Nick, Travis' son 
from a previous marriage, Chris, Chris' mother 
Liza Ortiz, and others who join their group at 
the onset of the zombie apocalypse.

GÉNERO:
Post-apocalyptic horror drama.



#04

Goliath.



#04
SINOPSIS:

Goliath follows "a down-and-out lawyer (Thornton) 
as he seeks redemption. His one shot depends on 
getting justice in a legal system where truth has 
become a commodity, and the scales of justice 
have never been more heavily weighed toward 

the rich and powerful."

GÉNERO:
 Legal drama streaming television serie.



#05

New Amsterdam.



#05
SINOPSIS:
New Amsterdam follows Dr. Max Goodwin as he 
becomes the medical director of one of the United 
States' oldest public hospitals, aiming to reform the 
neglected facility by tearing up its bureaucracy to 
provide exceptional care to patients.

GÉNERO:
Medical drama television serie.




